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Bon Appetite

Prep it
§

4262

Stainless Steel Box Grater
Rallador de acero inoxidable
Deluxe stainless-steel box grater is a tool
for every kitchen. Large holes for potatoes,
medium holes for cheeses and small holes
for hard cheeses and chocolate. Sturdy
handle provides a great grip. Dishwasher
safe. 10” tall.
4262 stainless steel box grater
$15.00
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Swatch Graters - Set of 3
Ralladores - Juego de 3
You can grate and zest with these three
different graters. Best of all these colorful
graters take very little storage space. 11” long.
6146
swatch graters
$16.00
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FLEXIBLE CHOPPING MATS - ASSORTED SET OF 5
Cortar flexible esteras, el conjunto de 5
Bend, flex and funnel these cutting mats for
chopping and pouring. Won’t retain odors or dull
knives and protects your counter top. Set of 5;
1 large -12” x 12” and 4 medium - 8” x 8”.
0652
flexible chopping mats
$10.00
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Grill it

French Fry Cutter
Cortador de papas fritas
Fast easy and safe to use. Cuts up to medium sized
potatoes. Dishwasher safe. 5-1/2” tall.
3809
french fry cutter
$15.00

Diner Basket with Ketchup & Mustard Dispensers
Canasta para cena con botellas para
dispensar ketchup y mostaza
Our 50’s diner style ketchup & mustard dispensers with 4 baskets
will make those burgers and fries taste even better! Dispensers are
8” tall and hold 12 oz. Baskets are microwave and dishwasher safe.
6174
mustard & ketchup basket set
$10.00

Kabob Rack
Rack de brochetas para BBQ
This grilling rack will hold 6 kabobs. Turns easily for
even cooking. Includes 6 skewers. 9” x 16”.
4121
kabob rack
$17.00
Stainless Steel Basting Brush
Brocha inoxidable para cubrir con salsas
Stainless steel handled basting brush with
heat-resistant silicone bristles. Easy to clean. 12” L.
8581
stainless steel basting brush
$10.00
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Bake it
Stainless Steel Jumbo Cookie Shovel
Espátula grande de acero inoxidable
A giant-sized cookie shovel gathers several
cookies at once. Also great for pizza, burgers,
fish, rolls or strudels. Stainless steel,
12.25”L x 5.5”W.
1978		 jumbo cookie shovel
$12.00
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Silicone Baking Sheet Liner
Foro parabandeja de horno
Flexible sllicone surface turns any baking
pan or sheet into a nonstick surface. Uniform
heating and cooling. 14”L x 10”W.
8007 silicone baking sheet liner
$10.00
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Serve it

Spatula with Rest
Espatula con descanso
Weighted polypropylene handle with
integrated rest keeps the nylon spatula
off your counter. Ergonomic soft grip
design. Heat resistant and dishwasher
safe. 13” long.
1009
spatula with rest
$10.00

Integrated Rest

§

§

1009

Buy all 3 and
SAVE $6.00
Spoon Rest Utensils - SET OF 3
Juego de espatulas, cucharón
y cuchara
Take them all and save $6.00! This
attractive and practical set of every
day utensils will bring years of beauty
and usefulness to your kitchen.
1011 spoon rest utensils
$24.00
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Slotted Spoon with Rest
Cucharón con descanso
Weighted polypropylene handle with integrated rest
keeps the nylon spoon off your counter. Ergonomic
soft grip design. Heat resistant and diswasher safe.
13” long.
1010
slotted spoon with rest
$10.00
Ladle with Rest
Cuchara con descanso
Weighted polypropylene handle with integrated rest
keeps the nylon ladle off your counter. Ergonomic
soft grip design. Heat resistant and dishwasher
safe. 13” long
1012
ladle with rest
$10.00
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Save it

2273

Fresh and Secure Pantry Set - Set of 5
Contenedores de despensa para mantener
fresco y seguro -conjunto de 5
Our set of 5 containers will keep your
condiments and small packages fresh and
secure. These containers are space-efficient
and perfect to keep on hand for all types of
dry foods. Sizes range from 4-1/2”H
to 7-1/2”H.
2273
fresh and secure pantry set
$20.00
Rainbow Storage Containers	
Recipientes de almacenamiento
colorados - 7 piezas
Colorful nesting storage assortment, includes
one each 7 oz., 12 oz., 21 oz., 1 qt., 2 qt.,
3 qt., and 5 qt. containers with lids. Largest is
10.4” x 10.4”. BPA free plastic. Dishwasher safe.
4012
rainbow storage containers
$20.00
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Enjoy it
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Chip & Dip Acrylic Server- 3 Piece Set
Piezas de Acrílico para server Mesclas
y Tortilla - Juego de 3
Stylish and versatile! These shatterproof
acrylic bowls are ideal for indoor or outdoor
gatherings. Large bowl is great for chips,
crackers, fruit slices and more. The two
smaller dip bowls have notches that let
you attach them to the rim of the large
bowl, or remove to pass around. Large
bowl, 11”L x 10”W x 4.5”H. Each 8 oz.
dip bowl, 4.75 “L x 4.25” W x 2.25” H.
clear chip & dip bowl
$29.00
1733

Mason Beverage Dispenser
Dispensador Babidas Mason
This old-fashion container continues the
American tradition of casual entertaining.
Made of glass with a plastic spigot and
stainless steel lid. Holds 104 oz.
2092 mason beverage dispenser $32.00

For more information on this
or other fundraising programs,
contact:

Northwest Fundraising
nwfundraising.com
800-779-1706

